About Us

Dear Customers,
In the lines below we would like to welcome you all into our ‘Micro Cosmos’ of premium quality
wines that we have created with so much enthusiasm and affection. The Oak-Tree Wine Cellar
was brought to life by: S. G. Katodritis & Co Ltd, a family owned company. The Wine Cellar was
constructed with all the required specifications for the ideal display and cellaring of wines. All
the wines on display both in the cellar and in our online website have all the information needed
in assisting you to attain the wine of your preference. Common characteristic of the wines that
we accommodate in our cellar and the new additions that are periodically added to our portfolio
is their origin by relatively small producers, cultivated in the wine maker’s own vineyards, bottled
on location and in most cases made of indigenous grape varieties. The above characteristics
ensure the authenticity of the wines coming from a specific region of the world aiding our
ambition to create the ‘Micro Cosmos’ that we have originally intended for you.
Navigating through our user-friendly website you will have access to a number of products that
our Wine Cellar is offering. The philosophy that governs our activities is to make sure that you,
our customer, can appreciate quality wines before you go ahead and purchase one. To support
this theory, we have incorporated a range of events that will help you stimulate your appetite
and thus enrich your knowledge on wines in general. Another fundamental part of our
philosophy is the symbolism we give in the exchange of gifts. Wine is one more extraordinary
gift of nature to mankind. We believe therefore that a bottle of wine as a gift will always be
cherished by the recipient as it epitomizes this very symbolism. For this purpose we will always
have a gift suggestion for you that will meet your requirements at each and every moment of the
year. The wines can be packaged in customised wooden or carton boxes that can only add to
their content.
We would like to thank you for the trust that you have shown to our company, with a history in
the trading of wines going back to the late 50’s. We can assure you that we will do all it takes to
meet your expectations no matter how high they will be.
Sergios Katodritis
Director
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